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Awards are important honours that validate the
accomplishments of architectural professionals
and make their contributions more widely known
to the general public. Such awards may recognize
the lifelong commitment of notable architects or
recognize individual, new and exemplary works of
architecture or planning.The Aga Khan Award for
Architecture has recognized three Muslims for their
outstanding lifetime achievements in architecture,1
but seeks primarily to pay tribute to projects of merit
that indicate directions for positive future change.
Each triennial cycle of the Award yields new
and fresh thinking for improving the environments
primarily, but not exclusively, of Muslims. An understanding of the values of plurality and coexistence
has characterized the Award and the Master Juries’
decisions ever since the announcement of the first
cycle of the Award in . Since then, eighty-five
projects, covering a wide spectrum of architecture,
landscape design and urban improvement, have
received Awards. Each cyclical Jury identifies
contributions in architecture that respond to the
priorities of the present time.The seven projects
identified by the current Master Jury make further
contributions to some of these areas, but more notably
represent international architectural standards of the
highest quality.
The collective profile of the  Aga Khan Awards
might be grouped under three headings: heritage
and conservation, exploration and experimentation,
and large-scale innovation.Two projects exemplify
the importance of conserving historic architectural
heritage in the Muslim world: the restoration of
Al-Abbas Mosque● near the village of Asnaf,
Yemen, and the Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization
Programme.● Three of the projects place emphasis
on the importance of exploration and experimentation in architecture: the Gando Primary School●
in Burkina Faso, the B House● in the rural village
of Ayvacık,Turkey, and the Sandbag Shelter
Prototypes● for the provision of housing in
emergency situations. Finally, the two remaining
projects – Bibliotheca Alexandrina● in Alexandria,

1
The Chairman’s Award has been
presented in recognition of the
lifetime achievement of a Muslim
architect on three occasions:

to Hassan Fathy in 1980,

2

Rifat Chadirji in 1986,

Ali Qapu, Chehel Sutun and
Hasht Behesht, Isfahan, Iran, 1980

and Geoffrey Bawa in 2001.

Ertegün House, Bodrum,Turkey, 1980

National Museum, Doha, Qatar, 1980

Rüstem Pa sş a Caravanserai, Edirne,
Turkey, 1980

Azem Palace, Damascus, Syria, 1983
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2

Tomb of Shah Rukn-i-’Alam,
Multan, Pakistan, 1983

Al-Aqsa Mosque, al-Haram
al-Sharif, Jerusalem, 1986

Historic Sites Development,
Istanbul,Turkey, 1986
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Great Omari Mosque, Sidon,
Lebanon, 1989

Egypt, and the Petronas Towers● in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia – are largescale projects characterized by innovative technological advances and striking
architectural symbolism.

Heritage and conservation
The conservation and protection of the extraordinary architectural heritage
of Muslim societies have been vivid concerns for all of the successive Award
Master Juries. During recent cycles, emphasis has been placed on those projects
that not only show the highest standards of international conservation, but that
also ensure the continuing use and vibrancy of examples of architectural legacy
as important components of contemporary life.2
In the current cycle, the restoration of Al-Abbas Mosque● brings a new
dimension of accomplishment to the field of conservation. Although work
concentrated on one small but highly significant and symbolic edifice, dramatically sited in the rugged mountains of the Yemeni landscape, the project permitted
further training of already highly skilled Yemeni craftsmen, while reinforcing the
social cohesion of the communities residing near the mosque.The work was
undertaken with meticulous care and dedicated effort and conviction.The
painstaking perseverance of the restorers was at times adversely affected by
political turmoil and national unease during the ten-year period in which the
restoration was undertaken. However, these unfavourable conditions did not
daunt the restorers or any of the many contributors to the project. As a result
of over a decade of effort, the jewel-like monument has once again regained its
place as one of the most important examples of world architectural heritage.
A key aspect of this project was its strict observance of international standards
of restoration. As much original material as possible was maintained and
carefully restored; in places where new elements were required, special care
was given to their craftsmanship and to identifying them clearly as non-original.
Research and training were major components of the endeavour, based on a
conviction that the efforts invested in this singular building could be followed
in other buildings throughout Yemen and the region.
The protection and conservation of cities throughout the Muslim world have
also drawn the attention of the Award Master Juries, beginning with the village
of Sidi Bou Saïd in Tunisia, which received an Award in , and leading to
the recognition of the Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Programme,●
which is being honoured during the present cycle.3
The complexity of urban conservation varies from one culture to another and
also differs greatly in terms of building technology and the techniques required
for restoration.The economic and social aspects of conservation require
particularly creative solutions for financing and to foster cultural relativity.
The Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Programme● is notable for being
a genuinely integrated programme. It includes not only housing but also
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Conservation of Sidi Bou Saïd,
Tunis,Tunisia, 1980

Kairouan Conservation Programme,
Tunisia, 1992

Darb Qirmiz Quarter, Cairo,
Egypt, 1983

Conservation of Old Sana’a,
Yemen, 1995

Conservation of Mostar OldTown,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, 1986

Reconstruction of Hafsia Quarter II,
Tunis,Tunisia, 1995

Rehabilitation of Asilah,
Morocco, 1989

Restoration of Bukhara Old City,
Uzbekistan, 1995

Rehabilitation of Hebron OldTown,
1998

New Life for Old Structures in
various locations, Iran, 2001
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony

community buildings and the enhancement of urban
life.Thus a school, a nursery, a meeting facility,
a library and a restaurant have all been provided,
along with housing, which has been restored for the
comfort and well-being of more than ninety families.
The restoration techniques employed and the
degree to which recuperation of the original
buildings has been accomplished are based on the
social and economic realities that prevail in this
part of Jerusalem. It is an important objective and
achievement of the programme that the houses
and community facilities have been restored to
accommodate the urgent and immediate needs of
the resident families, rather than to gentrify the area
for higher-income groups.
The Swiss-based Welfare Association, an international non-governmental organization, centrally
finances the revitalization. By receiving funds from
a central source, the restorers are able to maintain
the highest quality of conservation and restoration
– stringent international standards outlined by the
Venice Charter are consistently observed throughout.
The Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization
Programme● also features strong components
for research, publications, teaching and training. It
thus aims not only to undertake physical restoration,
but also to inform the wider public.While many conservation efforts elsewhere yield important but highly
technical and academic literature, the generation and
wide dissemination of easily accessible information
is at the heart of the Jerusalem project.This permits
residents to contribute to and understand the overall
process and long-term objectives, while allowing
funders, donors and others interested in the work
to follow closely the progress of the project, including
the expenditure of funds.The Jerusalem revitalization
project● will require the work of many future
generations; today, it continues to make exemplary
progress under stringent and difficult circumstances.

Exploration and experimentation
The Award Master Juries have always encouraged
the use of appropriate technologies, combined with
local materials. During the very first Award cycle, in
, the legacy of the late Hassan Fathy (–)
159
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was singled out for the first Chairman’s Award. His example of helping
people to build for themselves, using local materials and traditional techniques,
continues to be of great importance and influence the world over.The creativity
of architects in developing alternative technologies and expressions of built form
has also been a strong feature in every cycle of the Aga Khan Award.4 Most
examples have represented the confirmed application of new procedures and
new materials, but for this cycle of the Award, the Master Jury has selected a
powerful prototype that has not yet been fully developed or applied.
The Sandbag Shelter Prototypes● employ raw earth or sand – readily and
cheaply avail-able nearly everywhere – as the principal construction material.
Earth or sand is compacted manually into plastic or jute bags, which are stacked
cylindrically to create parabolic domed spaces; strands of barbed wire are laid
between each layer to hold them in place.The rooms can be modified and
expanded according to the needs or means of the users to create additional
space or auxiliary service areas. Initial results have shown that the sustainability
of the Sandbag Shelter is more promising than nearly all other techniques.
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Packing loose granular material within tensile envelopes is a well-known practice
in architecture and engineering, used especially in road construction to contain
gravel and stones as protective barriers against landslides. However, the prototype Sandbag Shelter is perhaps the first demonstration of the use of sand or
earth without any binding element, such as cement, and the technology provides
simple but effective resistance against lateral forces, including those resulting
from earthquakes.The prototype has been tested in several parts of the world
as temporary housing for victims of natural disasters and for refugees.The
technique requires no skilled labour and only minimal materials from outside
sources. As such, the Sandbag Shelter offers great possibilities for future use.

4

Agricultural Training Centre,
Nianing, Senegal, 1980

Sidi el-Aloui Primary School,Tunis,
Tunisia, 1989

Stone Building System,
Dar’a Province, Syria, 1992

The Gando Primary School● in Burkina Faso, addresses the specific
conditions of the rural village in which it is located, but contains strong
potential for replication elsewhere due to the intelligence and innovation of
its architecture. Diébédo Francis Kéré, the son of the village chief, studied
architecture in Germany, where he learned the skills and techniques of his
profession. He was the first member of his village to undertake higher education
abroad. Aware of, and grateful for, the benefits of this opportunity, he became
convinced that education is essential to human development, and sought to
combine this conviction with the architectural talents he had acquired in order
to create a new school for the children of his village. He was guided by the dual
faith that architecture can provide a nurturing environment and that education
can be enhanced by the architectural quality of schools.
The components of Kéré’s project are simple, functional and driven by reality,
and they demonstrate good design. He conceived the architecture of the school
in three layers.The lowest level is a platform paved with hexagonal bricks; this
plinth consolidates the foundation and serves to protect the building from dust,
sand and water.The top level is a corrugated steel cover, placed over rudimentary
triangular trusses in steel that form a simple space frame.The space between
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony
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the corrugated shield and the ceiling of the building below is left open to permit
continuous circulation of air and to protect against radiant heat.Three large classrooms are located between the protective layers of the roof and base, interspersed
with large, covered, open areas used both for recreation and teaching.The main
structure comprises load-bearing walls made from locally produced compressedearth bricks; concrete is used only for the beams that support the ceilings.

Throughout architectural history, the design and construction of private
residences have provided architects with opportunities and inspiration for
innovation and experiment. In almost every cycle of the Award, the Jury
selections have included private houses that demonstrate a high degree of
architectural achievement – often the result of experimentation with intellectual
ideas and technological advances nurtured by the dreams and ideals of architects.5
For the  Award Cycle, a minimalist summer residence in Ayvacık, a rural
Turkish village set in a sloping Aegean landscape, has been selected to receive
an Award.The B House,● commissioned by two brothers, consists of two
zones.The first, narrower zone faces a hillside and encompasses all of the
house’s service spaces.The second zone is fronted by open terraces giving
views onto the surrounding landscape and sea.The main living space is located
on a lower level, while the upper level has two bedrooms.To emphasize the
simplicity – perhaps austerity – of the design, the staircase connecting the two
levels is placed on the exterior of the house, but also used to create additional
outdoor spaces that are an integral part of the design.The house features an
extraordinary combination of indoor and outdoor spaces and a keen understanding of climate and environmental control through such effective but simple
elements as reed-panel sunscreens.The project is an inspiring example of the
minimalist design ideology of the architect, Han Tümertekin, working closely
with the clients, two cosmopolitan and sophisticated brothers who appreciate
the value of architectural experimentation.
In the discouraging context of opulence and abuse of building materials that
characterizes so many private residences in contemporary societies, this house
was achieved at a medium cost and affirms the inherent beauty of the surfaces
and textures of exposed concrete, untreated stone and simple natural materials.
It remains distant from, and yet at the same time perfectly integrated into,
the village of which it forms a part.
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony

5

Halawa House, Agamy, Egypt, 1980

Nail Çakırhan Residence,
Akyaka Village,Turkey, 1983

Ramses Wissa Wassef Arts Centre,
Giza, Egypt, 1983

Gürel Family Summer Residence,
Çanakkale,Turkey, 1989

Salinger Residence, Selangor,
Malaysia, 1998
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Kéré showed imagination and determination in obtaining financing for the
project, as well.With a group of friends, he set up a fund-raising organization
in Germany and also secured the assistance of a government company in
Burkina Faso to provide training in the manufacture of compressed, stabilized
earth bricks. All of the community members of the village of Gando – young
and old, male and female – were motivated to contribute in any manner they
could, and they participated in the entire construction process.The Gando
Primary School● represents a breakthrough, applying admirable design skills
to provide an elegant building made of local materials and to bring a sense of
achievement and hope to an entire village.
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Large-scale innovation
The iconography of large-scale buildings, whether government, public or
corporate structures, elicits an opinion, or a fleeting impression at least, from
nearly everyone. Over time, many such buildings become symbols in the popular
imagination and represent the aspirations of entire communities and even
nations.These large facilities are also the workspaces of thousands of people
who are directly affected by the quality of architecture and the working conditions
the buildings provide. Large-scale buildings have featured in each Award cycle.6
Fine works by some of the world’s greatest architects are included in this group
and, in the  Award Cycle, two additional large-scale edifices are celebrated.
The ancient Library of Alexandria was the world’s most important centre
of learning. Destroyed by fire, the original library – even its ruins – has now
disappeared, though its legend remains vivid in the collective memory. A noble
initiative of the Egyptian government to revive the institution garnered worldwide
support, and the new Bibliotheca Alexandrina● is one of the most important
buildings of recent decades.The project was the result of an international
competition and the completed building is the collaborative product of
a multinational team.
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In spite of its massive volume, the eleven-storey building fits well into the city
of Alexandria. Inside, the memorable main reading room is divided by steps
and terraces into distinct reading areas and shelf spaces, so that it cascades
down towards the Mediterranean Sea, creating an exhilarating and dramatic
spatial experience. A stone-clad exterior wall encircles the building and brings
unity to the large complex.The stone facing is carved with characters drawn
from all the alphabets of the world, further enhancing the symbolism of this
unique centre of learning.
The transverse cross-section of the building can be seen as a terraced wedge
that ascends from levels devoted to fields of basic knowledge to the topmost
level, featuring the most recent developments of the electronic era. An exhibition
gallery and auxiliary spaces are located beneath the wedge.The modular roof
panelling has a well-proportioned amount of glazing that draws a comfortable
amount of northern light into the reading areas from above. Bibliotheca
Alexandrina● symbolizes many of the world’s most treasured values of learning
and history and, at the same time, is a dramatic confirmation of the potential
of today’s architecture.
The other large-scale facility awarded this cycle is a high-rise, multi-use
centre in Kuala Lumpur, the Petronas Towers.● The towers are the second
tallest buildings in the world, and represent one of many significant technological advances recognized by the Award since its inception in .7 The
Petronas Towers taper at the top, making efficient use of the lower floors and
foundations.While it is common practice to use steel for the main structure
of high-rise buildings, the Petronas Towers were built with high-performance
reinforced concrete, which is more resistant to fire and other hazards.The forms
of the floor plans are derived from a polygonal geometry with sixteen angles and
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony
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Intercontinental Hotel and
Conference Centre, Mecca,
Saudi Arabia, 1980

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, 1989

National Assembly Building,
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka,
Bangladesh, 1989

Entrepreneurship Development
Institute of India, Ahmedabad,
India, 1992

Alhambra Arts Council, Lahore,
Pakistan, 1998

Vidhan Bhavan, Bhopal, India, 1998
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7

lobes, and the circular and triangular projections
offer many possibilities for furnishing, while also
providing daylight for the interior workspaces.
Cross-beams spanning each floor permit a maximum
amount of undivided floor space.The innovative
structural system is pioneering, and the construction
was entirely Malaysian.

WaterTowers, Kuwait City,
Kuwait, 1980

Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris,
France, 1989

Menara Mesiniaga, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, 1995

Tuwaiq Palace, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, 1998

Lacunae
One of the hallmarks of the Award is the acknowledgement that no group of winning projects can
fully address the many issues, themes and needs
that are current in contemporary Islamic societies.
It is the cumulative breadth of the premiated projects
that constitutes the Award’s message and legacy.
In the current cycle, examples of important urban
interventions aimed at improving the architectural
and environmental conditions of existing de facto
or informal communities have not come forward,
as they have in the past.8 Neither do the winning
projects of this cycle encompass solutions for the
housing crisis growing in the Islamic world, though
such solutions have previously been prominent.9
Former cycles have also included housing as a
key feature of some excellent examples of rural
development, including the innovative Grameen
Bank programme for rural housing in Bangladesh,
which has provided over , safe dwellings
for rural families and is probably the Award’s most
important contribution in the field of housing.10
Every year, tens of thousands of mosques are built,
but sadly very few demonstrate any architectural
excellence or quality. No contemporary mosques
or religious facilities are included in the winning
projects this cycle, although the Old City of Jerusalem
Revitalization Programme● and Al-Abbas Mosque●

A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony
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Kampung Improvement Programme,
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1980

Pondok Pesantren Pabelan,
Central Java, Indonesia, 1980

Ismaïliyya Development Projects,
Ismaïliyya, Egypt, 1986

Kampung Kebalen Improvement,
Surabaya, Indonesia, 1986

East Wahdat Upgrading Programme,
Amman, Jordan, 1992
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HajjTerminal, King Abdul Aziz
International Airport,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 1983

Contemporary Malaysia is a rich fabric of many
different cultures with a predominantly Muslim
population.The country is an exemplary model
of pluralism, with a commitment to respecting
and enhancing the beliefs and mores of all its
citizens, while placing an emphasis on modernity
and progress.This unique context permits projects
such as the Petronas Towers to flourish.
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Kampung Kali Cho-de, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia, 1992

Khuda-ki-Basti Incremental
Development Scheme, Hyderabad,
Pakistan, 1995

9

11

Courtyard Houses, Agadir,
Morocco, 1980

Great Mosque of Niono, Mali, 1983

Sherefudin’s White Mosque, Visoko,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, 1983

Hafsia Quarter,Tunis,Tunisia, 1983

10

Slum Networking of Indore City,
India, 1998
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Shushtar NewTown, Shushtar,
Iran, 1986

Bhong Mosque, Rahim-Yar Khan,
Pakistan, 1986

Grameen Bank Housing Programme,
various locations, Bangladesh, 1989

Dar Lamane Housing Community,
Casablanca, Morocco, 1986

Aït Iktel, Abadou, Morocco, 2001

Aranya Community Housing,
Indore, India, 1995

Barefoot Architects,Tilonia,
India, 2001

Kahere Eila Poultry Farming School,
Koliagbe, Guinea, 2001
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony
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Yaama Mosque,Tahoua, Niger, 1986

Corniche Mosque, Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia, 1989

Great Mosque of Riyadh and
Redevelopment of the Old City
Centre, Saudi Arabia, 1995

Mosque of the Grand National
Assembly, Ankara,Turkey, 1995

The Award has also made efforts to seek out
excellent architecture in health facilities, but to
date the Master Juries have not identified any
fully functioning hospitals in dense urban centres.
Hospitals are among the most technically challenging
and complex building types, but this should not
preclude innovative architectural solutions in their
design.While clinics and a small hospital figure
among the projects premiated in past Award cycles,12
larger hospitals and healthcare facilities still require
attention from the Award nominators in order to
highlight the importance of this specialized domain.
Industrial facilities are absent from the winning
projects this cycle once again, though the Award
Steering Committee has drawn attention to this
and other fields through correspondence with over
a thousand nominators who suggest the building
projects to be considered by the Master Jury. Since
, when the Aga Khan founded the Award,
successive Steering Committees have continued
their search for industrial facilities that demonstrate
architectural excellence.To date, however, these
efforts have not succeeded, and no industrial project
has ever been identified to receive an Award. Still,
the quality of work environments, where most of
us spend the greatest portion of our lives, deserves
more attention and better examples to guide the
industrialists, investors and decision-makers who
constitute the clients.Two projects selected to
receive Awards this cycle – the Petronas Towers●
and Bibliotheca Alexandrina● – do, however,
show good signs for the provision of excellent
workspaces in contemporary facilities.
Perhaps the most interesting surprise of the Ninth
Cycle of the Award is the absence of projects that
represent ‘regionalist’ architecture. In the past, the

A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony

12

Medical Centre, Mopti, Mali, 1980

Kaedi Regional Hospital, Kaedi,
Mauritania, 1995

Lepers Hospital, ChopdaTaluka,
India, 1998
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Saïd Naum Mosque, Jakarta,
Indonesia, 1986

are fine examples of the restoration of historic
mosques. Places of worship demand a sense of
spirituality, with qualities of light and space that
express their special nature. Some of these qualities
are represented in the mosques that have been
selected to receive Aga Khan Awards in the past,
which display a wide spectrum of architectural
expression, from traditional to popular, from
regionalist to contemporary.11
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selections of Award Juries have always included
examples of regionalism. Among many distinguished
contributors, the most noteworthy proponents of
this tradition in architecture are Alvar Aaalto of
Finland, Luis Barragán of Mexico and Alvaro Siza
of Portugal, to name only three. Regionalism in
architecture searches for deep roots into history,
professes the relevance of cultural identity, and is
particularly sensitive to climatic conditions. Even
though it can sometimes be characterized by an
excessive use of derivative vernacular or traditional
forms and expressions, regionalism is in many
respects the search for authentic modern expressions
that are relevant to context. Different architects give
different interpretations to context, some defining
it by culture, others by climate, and still others by
architectural expression. Many of these approaches
have been recognized by the Award in influential
projects by Charles Correa and Balkrishna Doshi
of India; Nayyar Ali Dada of Pakistan; Rasem Badran
and Jafar Tukan from Jordan; Ali Shuaibi and Basem
Shihabi from Saudi Arabia; Sedad Eldem,Turgut
Cansever, Cengiz Bektaş and Sedat Gürel from
Turkey; Serge Santelli from France; and Jimmy
C.S. Lim and Kerry Hill from Malaysia.13
Finally, another conspicuous absence this cycle is
the category of open spaces. It is a common concern
that environmental degradation and damage is taking
place throughout Muslim societies, and this is a
worry for everyone throughout the world. Parks,
plazas, playgrounds and pedestrian areas are –
unlike buildings – not for limited users, but are
for the benefit of all. In the past, Award Juries
have recognized many extraordinary and exemplary
accomplishments in urban contexts, and most have
become models of quality for others to follow. 14

13

Mughal Sheraton Hotel, Agra,
India, 1980

Turkish Historical Society, Ankara,
Turkey, 1980

Résidence Andalous, Sousse,
Tunisia, 1983

Tanjong Jara Beach Hotel and
Rantau Abang Visitors’ Centre,
KualaTerengganu, Malaysia, 1983

Social Security Complex, Istanbul,
Turkey, 1986

Al-Kindi Plaza, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, 1989

Demir Holiday Village, Bodrum,
Turkey, 1992

Panafrican Institute for
Development, Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso, 1992

Alliance Franco-Sénégalaise,
Kaolack, Senegal, 1995

Let us hope that future cycles of the Award will
discover exemplary projects to address these and
other areas of concern.

Datai Hotel, Pulau Langkawi,
Malaysia, 2001
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14

Citra Niaga Urban Development,
Samarinda, East Kalimantan,
Indonesia, 1989

Hayy Assafarat Landscaping,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1989

Palace Parks Programme, Istanbul,
Turkey, 1992

Nubian Museum, Aswan, Egypt, 2001

Olbia Social Centre, Akdeniz
Üniversitesi, Antalya,Turkey, 2001

SOS Children’s Village, Aqaba,
Jordan, 2001
A Breakthrough • Architecture and Polyphony

Landscaping Integration
of the Soekarno-Hatta Airport,
Cengkareng, Indonesia, 1995

Reforestation Programme of
the Middle EastTechnical University,
Ankara,Turkey, 1995

Bagh-e-Ferdowsi,Tehran, Iran, 2001
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Cultural Park for Children, Cairo,
Egypt, 1992
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